FUNCTIONAL COHOMOLOGY OPERATIONS
BY

FRANKLIN P. PETERSON(')
1. Introduction. One of the aims of this paper is to investigate the following problem: if /: X—>F and g: Y^>Z are nontrivial maps (in the sense of
homotopy), then is the composition gf: X^>Z nontrivial? Naively, we might
ask the following question. Suppose/is
shown to be nontrivial by a functional
primary cohomology operation, as defined by Steenrod [19], taking yGH*( Y)
into a nonzero element xGH*(X);
also suppose g is similarly shown to be
nontrivial by a functional primary cohomology operation taking zGH*(Z)
into y. Is the operation taking z into x a homotopy invariant of the composition gf? When the answer is "yes," then gf is nontrivial. Our composition
theorem (8.1) gives sufficient conditions for an answer of yes; under these
conditions, the operation taking z into x is a functional "secondary" cohomology operation depending on gf.
Let 6: Hn(K; 7r)—>77»(72;G) be a primary cohomology operation; i.e. 0 is
defined for all spaces 72 and commutes with homomorphisms
induced by
continuous maps. Certain natural operations can be defined on the kernel of
6; these are called secondary cohomology operations (for an example, see
Adem [l; p. 723]). When one of these is "zero," tertiary cohomology operations are defined, etc. In the first part of this paper, we make precise the
notion of an n-ary cohomology operation and construct an exact couple in
which the w-ary cohomology operations appear as derivations. We also show
that knowledge of certain of these operations is precisely what is needed for
extension and classification problems.
In the second part of this paper, we give two equivalent
definitions
of
functional n-ary cohomology operations.
First, we generalize the method of
Steenrod for defining functional primary cohomology operations
[19], and
second, we give a possibly more intuitive definition. The first definition is
needed in order to make computations,
while the second is needed in order
to prove the composition theorem. The algebraic motivation
for the generalization of Steenrod's method is quite simple and is as follows. Let (A1, C),

(A, C), and (A", C") be exact couples, i: (A', C')->(A, C) and j: (A, C)
—*(A", C") be couple maps, and let

0 -* C -+ C -^ C" -> 0
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be exact. Then we have an exact triangle
ii

C{-*Ci

A,\

Sji

CV
where (An, Cn) denotes

the rath derived

h

exact couple.

ii

0-»C,'->Ci^Cr

If Ai = 0, then

^0

is exact and we may define A2: CI' —>Ci. Continuing

this process, we may de-

fine An: C„"'—>C„'when An_i = 0, • • • , Ai = 0. Both the definitions and the
proof of equivalence are completely algebraic; when they are applied to the
exact couple constructed in the first part of the paper, they yield the functional ra-ary cohomology
operations;
i.e. An becomes a functional
ra-ary cohomology operation.
After proving the composition theorem, we give some applications:
a new
proof of some results of Adem, and a generalization
of those results modulo p.
It is clear from these examples that in order to apply our technique to a particular case, one must calculate the cohomology groups of spaces having two,
three, or more nonzero homotopy groups. In general, this is a difficult problem,
and not very much is known.
Since our tools are all algebraic, we need certain sets of homotopy classes
of maps to be groups. Thus, throughout
the paper, we assume we are in the
"stable range." Other higher order cohomology
operations
exist outside of
this range;

for a discussion

of these,

see the work of Massey

[l0].

The work

of Massey and the aforementioned
work of Adem motivated
much of this
paper.
2. The basic exact sequence. After recalling some definitions, we describe
the basic exact sequence. The exact couple containing
the higher order cohomology operations is constructed
using this exact sequence.
Let ir(X; Y) denote the set of homotopy classes of maps of (X, x0) into
(Y, yo), where xoEX, y0E Y, and Y is an arcwise connected space. This set
has a distinguished element, called zero, represented by the constant map at
y0. The functor w(X; Y) is contra variant in the first variable and covariant in
the second variable; i.e. maps a: (X', xi)—*(X, x0) and <p: (Y, y0)—>(Y', yo)
induce a function (a1, <j>i):ir(X; Y)—*tv(X'; Y') defined by composition.
Let
SX denote the reduced suspension of X; i.e. SX is defined by collapsing

ZX{0}WArx!l}W{x0}x7C^X7toapointx0.
1Ydenote the
functor on the
is in a natural
ir(X; Y) has a

Let S'X = S(S'~iX). Let

space of loops in Fat y0. Let rF=I(r_1F).
This is a covariant
category of all spaces and maps. It is well-known that ir(SX; Y)
1-1 correspondence
with ir(X; 1Y). It is also well-known that
natural group structure if F is a space of loops; the group struc-
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ture is abelian if Y is a double space of loops [13, p. 261 ].
We recall the notion of an Eilenberg-MacLane
space. Let ir be an abelian
group and let n be an integer Si 1. A space X is an Eilenberg-MacLane
space
of type 72(it, n) if 7r,(X) =0 for ij^n and ir.(X) —ir. We denote such a space

by K(w, n).
Let us also recall the definition of a primary cohomology operation of
type (n, q; ir, G). 6 is such a primary cohomology operation if 8: H"(X; ir)
-^>Hq(X; G) is a function defined for all spaces X such that if/: X'—>X, then

H"(X; r)-^H"(X;G)

if*

if*
8

Hn(X';ir)^>H*(X';G)
is a commutative
diagram. One of the purposes of this paper is to generalize
this notion. It is well-known
that ir(X; K(ir, n))^Hn(X;
ir) if X is a CWcomplex, and it follows that the set of primary cohomology operations of type
(n, q; ir, G) is in 1-1 correspondence
with the elements of H"(ir, n; G)

= H"(K(ir, n);G) [16, p. 220].
We say that
<pn

->

<£n-l

Yn -> F„_,->

Fn_2 -» • • •

is an exact sequence of spaces if the induced sequence
->

ir(X; Yn) —^

x(X; Yn-i) -> • • •

is exact for all the CW-complexes
X (the kernel of <p"ntis defined because
ir(X; F„_i) has a zero element).
Let p: E—+B be a fibre space in the sense of Serre [15]. Let baGB and
e0GF = p~1(b0)GE be base points for spaces of loops. Let px: P-^B be the
fibre space of paths in B starting at b0- Pi'(bo) = lB. A lifting of the map pi
to a fibre preserving map p: P—*E induces a map i: lB-+F.
rj

Tp

r~H

p

Lemma 2.1. • • • -^rF-*'E^>'B
—>r~lF-+ ■ ■ ■ ->£^73
is an exact sequence of spaces. This exact sequence is natural with respect to fibre preserving
maps.

Proof. Let 72 be a CW-complex. Let CK denote the cone on 72 [18]. In
a manner exactly analogous
a pair, one can show that

to constructing

the exact homotopy

-rir(SrK;F)J-^ir(SrK;E)^T(CSr-lK,Sr-lK;E,F)-^ir(Sr-lK;F)-*-

sequence of

■■
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is an exact sequence [18]. Since p: E-+B is a fibre space, p't:ir(CSr~lK,
Sr~lK; E, F)—>Tr(SrK; B) is a 1-1 correspondence
and we have that

->

*(S'K; F) ^ w(SrK; E) ^ t(S'K; B) -* *Q5-lK\ F) -»

->ir(K;E)^ir(K;B)
is an exact sequence, where d=di(p't)~1. Using the natural 1-1 correspondence
w(SK; F)—>7r(7T;lF) repeatedly, the lemma is proven.
3. Postnikov systems and the exact couple. We now give a brief resume
of the definition and some of the basic properties of Postnikov systems (for
details and proofs see [7] or [14]). Corresponding to such a system, we then
construct an exact couple of spaces (in the obvious sense). The exact couple
containing the higher order cohomology operations corresponding to the given
Postnikov system is constructed by applying the functor X—>r(K; X) to this
exact couple of spaces.

Let $ = (#(*■, n),6;X,6';X',8";
• ■ ■ ;I"»-'),«c>;
• • •) be a Postnikov
system. This means that 0 E H"(w, n; G), 0' E H*'(X; G'), • • • , 0<m>
EH*(X<-™-U; C7<m)),where z = q<-m\ ■ ■ ■ , that p<m>:X^^X^-"
is a fibre
space with fibre K(Gim\

g(m) —1) and ^-invariant

Hence X(m) has the following homotopy
mension

q— 1, • ■ ■ , G(m) in dimension
p(m)

X<"->->

0(m), and that

groups:

g(m_1)<g(m>.

ir in dimension

ra, G in di-

g(m) —1. Furthermore,
0(m)

x<-m-»->

K(Gim\

?<m))

is an exact sequence of spaces, where the map 0("°: X(-m~1)—*K(Gim), q(m)) is
a representative
of 0<m)e7P(A'<'"-1>; G^m))^w(X^-1);
K(Gim\ q(m))), where
2 = g(m). To every space X, there corresponds
a Postnikov
system $ whose
limit space X(x) is of the same homotopy type as X.
We need the following naturality
property of Postnikov
systems. Let
cp: V—>ir, cpm: 'C-m)—^G{m) be a sequence of homomorphisms.
Corresponding
to this sequence, one can define a new Postnikov system '^3 with homotopy
groups V in dimension
«,-•-,
3>: ">P—>^5which induces fibre

'G(m) in dimension
q{m) — l, ■ ■ ■ and a map
preserving
maps $m: 'X(m>—>Ar(m) inducing
<pm

on the homotopy groups.
Corresponding
to each fibre space pim): X(m)—*Xim~1), we construct,
Lemma 2.1, an exact sequence of spaces
r„(m)

rQ(m)

. . . _> rv-(m) L—> r^c-"-!)->

p(n.)

. . . _» x<m>->

These exact sequences
spaces as in figure 1.

by

r-lw(m)

K(G(m\

q(m) -

r)->

i-l^C")

—>

0(».>

x<m-15->

of spaces

7C(7(m), 9(m)).

fit together

to form an exact

couple

of
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->

K(G', q' - 2)->

'u

'X'

->

K(G, 5-2)

-►

>X

le"

u"

X"

->

X'

1V
i V
->

K(.r, n - 1) ->

-»pt.

-»

I

0<3>

->K(G™,

g»>)

1 p"
£(G', 3' - 1) -»

>9

„

K(r, « - 1)-► K(G, q - 1) -►
pt.

^

-► K(G", q" - 1)->
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-► #(»-, n)

->K(t,

->

^ "'
X

^(G", ?")

„>
-► K(G', q')

IP

f

n)->K(G,

q)

I
pt.
Figure 1

We now make an assumption to guarantee that all the sets of homotopy
classes of maps which we will study have a natural group structure.
We
assume throughout
the rest of the paper that X(x) is a space of loops. This
assumption is equivalent to assuming that each ^-invariant 0(m) is a suspension, in the sense that 0(m) = l\f/im) for some \p(m) (a special case of this statement is proved in [20]; the general case follows similarly). Hence our assumption implies that each X(m) is a space of loops and thus that 7r(72; X(m)) is a
group.
Applying the functor X—>7r(72; X) to each space in the exact couple of
spaces of Figure 1, we get the exact couple corresponding
to the given Postnikov system "jfj(see [8] for definition and properties of exact couples). For
notational sake, we define

C*->= H'(K\G<-*-l)),
Ar-' = 7r(72; -'X^")

where z = q<'-1)+s-l,

p<-l,

G<--»=w, q<-»=n+l,

and G<">=0 if p<-\.

X<-~^=K(ir,

n), X<»-pt.

if

Also,

f'-'-.A'-'-tA'-1-:
and
Ar'':Cr''->4M

are induced by -,,p<r-1), ~'BiT~l), and _*w(r_1) respectively.
Note that our assumption implies that A"'8 is a group, that CTS is an abelian group, and that
/""*, gT,\ and hT'' are homomorphisms.
The constructions of [8] can be carried

out if AT-*is not necessarily abelian.
4. Higher order cohomology operations. In this section, we give the
definition of higher order cohomology operations and state their main prop-
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erties. Motivation
for this definition arises from the well-known concept of a
primary cohomology operation,
from the known examples of "secondary
cohomology operations" (e.g., [l, p. 723], [10], or [17]), from our remarks
relating the definition to cohomotopy groups, and from the heuristic feeling
that ra-ary cohomology operations should be defined on the kernel of an
(n —l)-ary cohomology operation with values in the cokernel of an (n —l)-ary
cohomology operation (see [9, p. 343]). Our attention is centered on higher
order operations defined on the C0-0term of the above exact couple; we prove
that the operations on Cr-* are equivalent to such basic operations.
Let (An, Cn; fn, gn, hn) denote the rath derived exact couple of the exact

couple (A, C) defined in §3./„ has bidegree ( —1, 0), g„ has bidegree (ra+ 1, 1),
h„ has bidegree (0, 0), and hence d„ = gnhn has bidegree (ra+ 1, 1). We define
the n-ary cohomology operation corresponding
to the given Postnikov system

$ to be (0, 0', • • ■, 0(n-1)) =<#°i: Cn_i->C-ition is natural

with

respect

to maps

It is immediate that this opera-

a: L-^K;

i.e. a*d!n'°1=dn,°ia*:

C(K)°'"i

^C(L)l±i.
When re = l, we get the notion of a primary cohomology operation
6 = dQ0: H"(K; w)-^Hq(K; G). As another example, we mention the following
well-known secondary operation of Adem [l, p. 723]. Let 6 = Sq2: Hn(K; Z)

—>77n+2(7C;
Zi). Let p: X^>K(Z, n) be the fibre space with ^-invariant 0 and
fibre K(Z2, ra+ 1). Let 0'G77''+3(X; Zi) be the element corresponding to Sq2
in the fibre. Then (0, 0') is Adem's operation 4>. Further examples will be discussed in more detail in §9.
We now show that the d^-i in the exact couple (A, C) are essentially
ra-ary cohomology operations corresponding
to a different Postnikov system.
Corresponding
to the given system *$ and the sequence of homomorphisms
cp: O^tt, • • • , <pr_2:0->G<r-2), tpr-i: G^-^-^G^^
the identity, 0r: G<r>->G<'>
the identity,
• • • , we can define a new Postnikov system '$ and a map
<£: '$—>$. If we denote the corresponding
exact couple by ('A, 'C), we have
a couple map <f>:('A, 'C)—>(A, C) of bidegree (r, s). It follows immediately
from our construction
of ('A, 'C) that cpk-1:'C*.'—>C*+r'+* is an isomorphism
if k^O. Hence, <£*•':'C*'!—>C*+r,!+s is an isomorphism
if k^n
and is onto if
k^O. Also, 0n-i'^-i
=^-i0°-iSince <#|-i is an isomorphism
and <p°'°i is onto,

fill is given by '<#_\
It follows from the preceding paragraph that the ra-ary cohomology operation d°n-i is defined on the kernel of the (ra —l)-ary cohomology operation
dl'% with values in a subgroup of the cokernel of the (ra —l)-ary cohomology
operation
dn'°2.
The original motivation for our study of higher order cohomology operations came from examining the first derived cohomotopy exact couple (see
[12, p. 248] or [8]). It can be shown that there is a couple map from the first
derived cohomotopy
exact couple studied in [8] to the exact couple defined
above which is an isomorphism.
This fact is not needed in this paper, so we
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will not prove it here. Also, there is a couple map from the cohomotopy exact
couple studied in [8] to the cohomotopy exact couple studied in [12] which
is an isomorphism
associated spectral
rived cohomotopy

on the "C"-groups
and hence an isomorphism
on the
sequences. Hence the operations
arising in the first deexact couple are higher order cohomology operations in

the sense defined above.

5. Functional

cohomology operations:

generalization

of the Steenrod

method. We will give two methods for defining functional
higher order
cohomology operations and then prove equivalence of the two methods. The
first method generalizes the definition of Steenrod for functional primary
cohomology operations: let us recall that definition [19].

Let a: L^>K. Let M = K\Ja CL, where CL denotes the cone on L, and CL
is attached to 72 by a. Let b: K—>Mbe the inclusion, and c: M^>SL be defined by collapsing

72 to a point. The sequence

a
b
c
Sa
Srb
L->72-> M^5/,->5/2->->SrK->SrM-►

S'c

5r+1L-+ • • •

is a coexact sequence of spaces in the sense that the induced sequence

S'c*

S'bt

->

T(Sr+1L; Y)->

-*

ir(M; Y) -* r(K; Y) -»ir(L; Y)

b*

7r(5rM; Y)->

ir(5'72; Y) -*

a*

is exact for every Y [4, p. 81 ]. Let 0: K(ia, n)—*K(G, q) be a given additive
cohomology operation. Then we have a commutative
diagram:

Hn-\K;

a*
t) -* H"-\L;

c*
b*
a*
x) -> Hn(M; ir) -> 7/"(72; ir) -> H«(L; ir)

ilo
i1*
io
,
io
t
[e
H«-\K; G) -^ H"-l(L; G) -> H"(M; G) -* H«(K;G) -^ //«(/.; G)
(using the fact that 7r(572; 72(x, n))~w(K;
lK(ir, n))~w(K;
K(ir, n-1))
«/7"-1(72; it)). Let uGH»(K; ir) be such that a*(u)=0 and 0(w) =0.Define
Ba(u)GH"-i(L;
G)/lm a* + Im '0 by 0a(u) = (c*)-l6(b*)-l(u).
This is essentially the definition of Steenrod.
We now generalize the definition of Steenrod to functional
cohomology operations. We first give the algebraic formalism.

higher order

Let (A', C), (A, C), and (A", C") be bigraded exact couples, with
f:A—>A oi bidegree ( —1, 0), g: A—>Coi bidegree (1, 1), and h: C—>Aof
bidegree (0, 0). Let i: (A', C')^>(A, C) and j: (A, C)^(A", C") be couple
maps of bidegree

(0, 1) and (0, 0) respectively.

Assume

0 -+ (A', C) -^ (A, C) -^ (A", C") -> 0
is exact in the sense that
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construction,

we get an exact triangle

[6,

p. 54],
*i
Ci -+C,
Ai\

/ ji

Ci'
where Ai({«})

= (i)~ld(j)~l(u)

for uEC"

representing

[u] EC",

and Ai is of

bidegree (1, 0). If A^O, then

0 -»(Ai,Ci)

^ (Alt Ci) ^ ((Ai',Ci

is exact in the above sense and we may repeat

) -> 0

the process; i.e.

ii

Ci —>Ci
A2\

/ ji

Ci'
is an exact triangle.

In general,

if Ai = 0, • • • , An_i = 0, then we may define

An: Cn'—>Cn of bidegree (ra, 0) such that

c ic
V^n

r Ksn

A„ \!/j„

C"
*~*n
is an exact triangle.

The formula

for A„ is given by

A»({«}) = (i)-'g(f)-n+1h(j)-\u).
Let 0 be a homomorphism

of exact sequences

of exact couples; i.e.

0-* (A',C) A (A, C) 1* (A",C")^0

l<t>'
'i

U

'j

l<t>"

0 -> ('A', 'O -> ('A, 'C) -4 ('A", 'C") -»0
is a commutative
diagram,
where cp', cp, and cp" are couple maps. Then
'Ancp" =<p'An: Cn'-^'Cn,
when defined. Hence our definition is natural.
Given an exact couple of spaces corresponding
to a given Postnikov system <P, as in Figure 1. Applying this functor to the coexact sequence of spaces
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b

c

Sa

L->K->M-+SL-*SK
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we get an exact sequence of exact couples. Let (A', C") be the exact couple
for £, (A, C) the exact couple for M, (A", C") the exact couple for 72, i = c*,

and j —b*. If a*:H*(K;

G)—*H*(L; G) is zero for all coefficient groups G,

then the hypotheses of the above algebraic formalism are satisfied. We define
the functional «-ary cohomology operation corresponding
to the given Postnikov system ty to be
(8, 6',-

■ ■ ,8

)a = An .

If d> is a map of one exact couple of spaces into another exact couple of
spaces, then we get an induced map <pton the exact couples which commutes

with A™.
6. Functional

cohomology operations:

the second method. In this section,

we give a second definition of functional higher order cohomology operations.
This definition is needed in order to prove our composition
theorem (§8).
Unfortunately,
this definition can't be given in as invariant a manner as the
first definition; however, it is a more intuitive definition.
We first give the necessary algebraic formalism. Let (A", C") be an exact
couple. uGC" can be lifted n-stages if there exists an element aGA" such
that h"(u) = (f")n(a). It is easily seen that u can be lifted n-stages if and only
if d(u) =0, di({u]) =0, • • • , dn_i([u\) =0. Furthermore,
for a given u, a GA"
is unique modulo the images of h", (/")-1A", ■ • • , (f")-n+1h".

Let k: (A", C")->(A"',
is zero. For convenience,
of operations, d„,k.

C") be a couple map. We assume that k: C"-*C"
we set C'" = C'"/lm

g'". We now define a sequence

Define
dl.k'. Ci

—>C

as follows: Let uGC" represent
\u] GCC. Let aGA" be a lifting of u one
stage. Then f'"k(a) =kf"(a) =kh"(u) =h'"k(u) =0. Hence we may define

di,k({u)) = (h'")~1k(a).

This is well-defined because changing
changes di.k({u}) by Im ((h'")-lkh")=lm
((h"')-lh"'k)=0.
In general,

if dn-i,k, • • • , dx.k are zero, we define for n> 1
dn,k'. Cn

as follows:

a by Im h"

Let

aGA"

be a lifting

—►
C

of u w-stages.

Then

f'"k(a)=kf"(a)

= h'"dn_i,k( Iu}) = 0. Hence we may define dn.k( {u}) = (^"')-^(a) GC'". This
is well-defined because changing a by Im h", Im ((f")~1h"), • ■ • ,
Im ((f")~"h") changes d„.k({u\) by 0, Im di,k, • • • , Im dn-i,k, respectively,
and these are all assumed

If

to be zero.
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(A", C") -» (A'", C")

U" 'k

lr

('A", 'C") -» ('A'", 'C'")
is a commutative
diagram, where cp", cp'", k, and 'k are couple maps, then
'dn/kd>" =cp'"dn,k: Cn'-^'C"
when defined. Hence our definition is natural.
As in §5, the exact couples in the applications are bigraded. Assuming k
has bidegree (0, 0), /, g, and h as before, then dn,k has bidegree (ra, 0); i.e.
dn%: C"nQ-^C'"v+n-'>. Furthermore,
in order to define dvn%it is only necessary
to assume ai,-i,k, «„-!,*, a„_2,k,
, "-„_2k, • • • , aiik,
, aitk
are zero.
We apply our algebraic formalism to the same situation as in §5. Let
(A", C") be the exact couple for K, (A'", C") be the exact couple for L, and
let k = a*. Our second definition of the functional ra-ary cohomology operation
corresponding
to the given Postnikov system ty is
,

(n-1).

(6, d , • • • , 6

0,0

)a = dn.k.

If 0 is a map of one exact couple of spaces into another exact couple of
spaces, then we get an induced map cpt on the exact couple which commutes
with dn%. The following two naturality
properties also follow immediately
from the above remarks.

Theorem

6.1. Let b: M-+L and a: L—>K. Then b*dn%= dnfabwhen defined.

Theorem

6.2. Let a: L-+K and b: K—*J. Then d™b*= <^;£,when defined.

7. Equivalence of the two methods and an application to homotopy theory.
We now prove that our two methods of defining functional ra-ary cohomology
operations are equivalent.
As in §§5 and 6, we first give the algebraic formalism. Using the first method, we then show that functional ra-ary cohomology
operations
are essentially
ra-ary cohomology
operations
in the space M
= K(Ja CL; we described the first method in order to prove this theorem. We
then give an application of functional ra-ary cohomology operations to the
general solution of the problem of whether or not a: L—*K is homotopic to
a constant.

Let

0 -> (A', O ^(A,C)^

(A", C") -* (A'", C") -> (A"", C"")

be an exact sequence of exact couples, i, j, and k are as above and / has
bidegree (0, 1). Assume further that (2) Im &= Ker/ in .4"', Im j' = Ker k in
A", Im i = Ker j in A, and i = 0on C". As before, we set C= C/Im g. There
(2) Im k is the image of a homomorphism

k and Ker k is the kernel of a homomorphism

k.
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map t„: Cn—>C. In our application,
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r„ will be a monomorphism.

Define

<f>:Ker (i: C' -> C) -►Ker (I: C'" -»C"")
of bidegree (0, 0), by

*(«) = (h'")-ik(j")-ij(g)-H(u).
It is easy to check that $ is well-defined. Note that r„(Im A„) CKer (i: C'—*C)
and Im dn,kCKer (I: C'"^C"").
Theorem
Proof.

7.1. <i>is an isomorphism
$ is an isomorphism

^(iy'gtiyT(&)-%'"(v)

and $r„'A',? = d^'J when defined^).

because

we may

for vGKer (I: C'"->C"").

define

<£~1 by $~l(v)

Furthermore,

$r„'A„({M}) = (h"')-'k(f")-ij(g)-H(i)-ig(f)-^h(j)-\u)
= (h'"yik(f")-»h"j(j)-i(u)

= dn,k({u\).

The application of this theorem to the two preceding sections is immediate. Hence, we may use either of the two methods of definition of functional
ra-ary cohomology operations.
It is to be noted that r„' is a monomorphism
for p^n because A'0,4 is onto for all q.
Let a: L^>K, M = K(Ja CL as in §5. Let [u] GC.a. Assume that we can
define An%({u}).
Theorem

7.2. i.An-%({u})

=«{u})GCvn+n-q+l.

Proof. iAnj(u) = i(i)-lg(f)-n+ih(j)-*j(u)
=g(f)-"+1h(u) =dn-i( {u}).
We now show that functional w-ary cohomology operations are sufficient
to decide whether or not a given map a: L—*K is homotopic to a constant
when a is in the "stable
a: L—>K is in the

range."

stable

range

if Z, is a finite

dimensional

CW-complex,

and 72 is a space of loops. (This definition includes the ordinary stable range
because if dim L^2n —2 and 72 is (n—\)-connected,
then the natural map
7r(L; 72)—>tt(L; J572) is an isomorphism.)
If / has dimension N, we may assume that Xi(72)=0 for i>N. We assume that a*: H*(K; G)-^H*(L; G) is
zero for all groups G (otherwise, a would not be homotopic to a constant).
Let B be the set of higher order cohomology
operations
coming from the
exact couple corresponding
to the Postnikov system for 72".

Theorem
7.3. a is homotopic to a constant if and only if all functional
cohomology operations coming from a and from operations in B are zero.
Proof.

The

necessity

is obvious.

(3) It is suggested that the reader construct

following this proof.

Let M = Kl)a CL as above.

Note

that

a diagram for the case » = 1 or 2 to facilitate
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b*:H*(M; G)->H*(K;G) is an epimorphism. Let IEtt(K;K)

=tt(K; !<"+•+»)

= A"N+2'° denote the identity map, and assume that K is (ra —l)-connected.
To prove sufficiency, we must show that a*(I) =0. By exactness, it is enough
to show that there is an element I*Eir(M;
K) such that j(I*) = b*(7*) =7.

Let i = (f")N+i(I)EH"(K; Trn(K))= C"°-«. Let i*GCM be such that j(i*)=i.
Now d'r'°'°(i) =0 for all r, thus, by hypothesis,
functional cohomology operations coming from a and from operations in B are zero on t. By Theorem 7.2,
<f"'°(i*)=0 and there exists an element 70G7r(A7; K)=AN+2^ such that
(f)N+2(P0)=L*. Thus (f")»+2(I-j(Io))
=i-i = 0, and there is an element

TiGC"1-0 such that h"(yi) = (f")"+1(I-J(Io))We assume by induction that there is an element 7,_iG^4iV+2,0 and an
element ysEC"s° such that h"(yi) = (f")N+2-'(I-j(Is_i)).
Let y'EC'-0 be
such that j(y') =7«. As above, all functional cohomology operations vanish
on y, and hence <^,0(7')=0 for all r. Thus there is an element I'EAN+2'°
such that (/)w+2-8(7')=A(y')Define 7„ = 78_1-7'. Then (f")N+2-°(I-j(Is))

= (/")"+2-'(7 - j(I,_{) -j(I'))

= h"(yi) -j(f)N+2-'(I')

= h"(y.) -jh(y')

= 0.

Thus there is an element y.+iGC"'+10 such that h"(y,+i) = (f")N+2~'-l(I-j(Ii)).
This completes the induction step. To complete the proof, put I* = In+i,
and note that Jn+iEC"n+2^ = 0, because in(K) =0 for i>N. Thus I=j(I*).
8. The composition theorem. We now prove one of our main theorems.
This theorem gives sufficient conditions for the composition of two nontrivial
maps to be nontrivial. It shows that under certain conditions, the composition
of a functional m-ary cohomology operation and a functional ra-ary cohomology operation is a functional (m + n)-ary cohomology operation.
Let a: 7—>7C and b: M—>L. Then we have functional cohomology operations defined by a*, denoted by d™, and defined by b*, denoted by dVn%.

Theorem

8.1. When both sides are defined, d%,+niab
= dnj,m'l'd™a.

Proof. The proof, as the statement
of the theorem, will be given in the
algebraic language of the second method. Let (A, G) be the exact couple for
K (corresponding
to a given Postnikov system), (A', C) for 7, and (A", C")
for M. Let {u} ECl\\n. Let vEA"+m+n^ be a lifting of u (w + ra)-stages. Then
a*(v) is a lifting of d™a({u}) ra-stages. Hence «U.^({"})
= (^"p+m+n'5)_IH)'W

=(a""-h-+--«)-i6*(o'(»))=<r'?o{«})•
9. Some applications

of the composition

theorem.

Let a: L-^K

and

b: M—>>Lbe two maps. If a and b are both nontrivial, then is the composition
ab nontrivial?
In this section, we describe how Theorem 8.1 gives sufficient
conditions for ab to be nontrivial, and we also give some examples of this

technique.
Assume that a is shown to be nontrivial by a functional raj-ary cohomology
operation d™a and that b is shown to be nontrivial
by a functional ra-ary
cohomology operation d'vn% In such a situation,
it is obvious from Theorem
8.1, that if we can construct a Postnikov system such that the corresponding
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exact couple contains the m-ary cohomology
operation
associated to d™a
and the w-ary cohomology operation associated to d'%fbat the level (p-\-m, q),
then ab is nontrivial.
In general, we do not have the technique to construct
such Postnikov systems. One important difficulty arises from the fact that
we cannot compute Steenrod squares and reduced pth powers in a space
having two nonvanishing homotopy groups (see appendix). Such problems as

[9, p. 337] should be amenable to this technique.
Let us conclude by giving a couple of examples
needed

to apply

Theorem

8.1 can be made.

where the computations

Let b: Sn+2—»5n+1 and a: Sn+1—*Sn

be essential maps. Let 6 = Sq2:H"(K; Z)->//"+2(72; Z%). Then there is a
0': X->K(Z2; n+3) such that (0'w)*: Hn+\K; Zi)-+Hn+*(K; Z2) is also Sq2
(this is due to the fact that Sq2Sq2= Sq'Sq1 = 0 on Hn(K; Z)). Because a and b
are nontrivial, d$ = Sq2a:77«(5"; Z) -> H»+\S»+U, Z,) and d\j = Sql:
Hn+1(Sn+1; Zi)-*Hn+2(Sn+2;

Z2) are both

nonzero

(this follows from Theorem

7.2 and [l, p. 724]). Hence by Theorem 8.1, <%?ai:
H"(Sn; Z)-+H»+2(S"+2; Z2)
is nonzero and hence ab is not homotopic to a constant. Notice that in our
case, the conditions needed to define all of our operations are trivially satisfied and there are no subgroups to factor out. This is a well-known result of
Adem [l, p. 723]; his other results on compositions of maps of Hopf invariant
one can be proven similarly by our technique.
Our second example generalizes the above theorem modulo p. First, we
make an obvious comment. It is known that(4)

(0
Tr(Sn)p

=

if r < n + 2p - 3 or n + 2p - 3 < r < n + 4p - 5,

-\

\ZV if r = n + 2p - 3 or r = n + 4-p - 5
(we assume throughout
that we are in the stable range). Hence if a: Sn+2p~3
—>Sn represents
a generator of irn+ip-3(Sn)p and b: Sn+ip~s-^Sn+2p~i represents
a generator of irn+iP-o(Sn+2p~3)p, then ab is homotopic to a constant by dimensional reasons. Thus our generalization
will have to take a different form.
A map a: Sr^>Sn is said to have mod p Hopf invariant one ii [a]Gf'r(Sn)
has order a power of p and if a is shown to be nontrivial by a functional reduced pth power of Steenrod. It follows immediately
from the Adem basis
theorem [2] and Theorem 7.2, that if a has mod p Hopf invariant one, then
r —n = 2ph(p — 1) — 1 for some k. It is known that there exist maps of mod p
Hopf invariant one in case ft = 0or 1 ([5] and [ll]).<6)
Let a: Sn+2p"-p~1)~1—*Snbe a map of mod p Hopf invariant
one, and let
[a] have order p\ Let X = Sn+2p'^-l'l-1Uen+2p'^-1),
where e»+2J>'(J>-» is at-

tached

by a map of degree p\ Then we can obviously

extend

a to a map

(4) Ap denotes the ^-primary component of the abelian group A.
(6) Added in proof. Recently, Borel and others have shown that no map of mod p Hopf
invariant one exists if k = \. Furthermore, the computations made in the following two paragraphs are correct only in the case k = l =0. The error is in the fact that S* is 0 in the space

Xif j>1.
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a: X—*Sn. a is also shown to be nontrivial by a functional <Pplby Theorem 6.1.
Let b: S»+2<pi+p*>(p-i>-i->S''+2p'<»-1>be another map of mod p Hopf invariant
one. Using Theorem 3.6 of [13, p. 264], setting K = Sn+2("'+"k)^-^~1,
r = n+2p'(p-l)-l,
and G = ZP; we get a map I: Sn+t(*l+»*>i*-»-1-*X such
that b followed by a given map X—>Sn+2ptlp~1)is homotopic to b. 5 is shown
to be nontrivial by a functional (P"*5* by Theorem 6.2. We now show that if
T^k, then al: Sn+s(j><+p'>(P-i)-i_>s»js nontrivial(6).
Our problem reduces to constructing a Postnikov system with rf^° = (p"'
and d£,0= (?pk8*, for then we may apply Theorem 8.1 as in the first example.
Start with K(Z, n), and use coefficients Zp throughout. Let i be the canonical
element of H"(Z, n;Zp). Construct X, X', • ■ • , X(m_1) by successively killing
(?l(i),

(P2(ii), ■ • • , «"^l(im-i),

where

m=pk-1.

fc-invariant (P"'(im). (i;-is the image of i in X"-1).)

= 0, and

thus

there

Now

construct

If l>k,

X<m> with

then (P1'*5*(PJ''(im+1)

is a e<m+l)EH»+2(p'+>>t"p-»(X<'»'>;Zp)such that

(0(™+oa,(m))*=(pp*5* jhis follows from the Adem relations [2], our constructions, and the fact C(P'(p —1), pk)=0 mod p, where C(m, n) is the binomial

coefficient (?)• H l = k, then
((P^o* - C(p"(p - 1) - p, pk)-'C(pk(p

- 1), pk)8*Vr*)(S>*(im+i)= 0,

and thus there is a 0<™+O£j£r»+4P*(p-i)(x<"'>;Zp) such that
(8(n+i)B(»))»r'{*

- C(pk(p -

1) - 1, pk)~1C(pk(p - 1), />*)5*(P»*.

This follows similarly to the above because C(pk(p —1) —l,pk)f£Q mod p.

Appendix
10. Cohomology of fibre spaces. We conclude this paper with some remarks designed to facilitate understanding
the computations
of §9.
Let p: E—»2? be a fibre space with fibre F. Associated to this fibre space,
there is a spectral sequence with E2"~HP(B;
H9(F)) and £«, the graded
group associated with H*(E) [IS, p. 451 ]. Assume, as is the case in §9, that
we have a field of coefficients and that we are working in the stable range;
i.e. we consider H"(E) where n^r+s,
B is r-connected, and F is s-connected.

Elements of 77"(E) arise in two ways; i.e. 77"(E) =7i^0+£0„B. Enf~p*(H"(B)

^Hn(B)/d°„-n-1(H"-1(F)). £°/~Ker

(dj^: H"(F)^Hn+l(B)).

A fundamental

problem is how does one compute squares or reduced powers in H*(E) if
they are known in H*(F) and in H*(B)? For elements in 7i^°, the answer is
easy. Since squares or reduced powers commute with p*, the computation
can be carried out in 77*(B); this type of computation was used in the second
example of §9. However, E°* is not naturally imbedded in Hn(E), and thus
the computation
of squares or reduced powers of elements in E0-" is much
more difficult. It is this type of computation
that will lead to deeper results.
(') Adem

[3] proves the case k=l = 0 and some other results

different technique.

of a similar nature

by a
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